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Effect of atomic reagent approach geometry on electronic 
state branching: The CaCP 1) + HCI reactiona) 
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That the geometry of reagent approach should influence 
the outcome of a bimolecular reaction seems intuitively 
obvious. However, state preparation at this level pre
sents a severe experimental challenge, and only a rela
tively few studies have been carried out to date. These 
have employed one of two techniques. In most cases, 
hexapole fields have been utilized to orient polar mole
culesl- 3 while more recently it has been shown that 
photoselection can be employed to produce aligned ex
cited-state reagents. 4,5 Here we report a study based 
on this latter approach, in which we have investigated 
the influence of the alignment of the laser-excited 
Ca(lpl ) reagent on the outcome of the (previously unre
ported) chemiluminescent reaction Ca(lpl ) + HCI 
- CaCl(A 2n , B 2~+) + H. We find that while the total 
chemiluminescence cross section is relatively insensi
tive to atomic alignment, the branching into these two 
CaCI* states depends quite strongly on the approach 
geometry. 

The above reaction is well-suited to such a study for 
two reasons. First, reaction on the ground-state sur
face is - 38 kJ/mole endothermic; hence interference by 
laser-induced fluorescence from the ground-state 
CaCI(x 2~+) product6 is not expected. This is supported 
by our finding that signals are only observed while the 
laser is tuned to the atomic transition Ca(ISo- lPl ). 

Secondly, the polarization of the chemiluminescence 
from this reaction is highly kinematically constrained7,8 

and cannot be appreciably effected by reagent approach 
geometry. Hence changes in detected intensity can be 
attributed to changes in overall photon emiSSion, without 
consideration for its distribution. 

The apparatus is baSically the same as that described 
previously. 6 Briefly, a Ca beam impinges on a HCI 
scattering gas at _10-4 Torr. The Ca(iSo-lpl) transition 
at 422. 6 nm is pumped by a multimode linear dye laser, 
producing 300 mW over a bandwidth of -1 cm-l . Chemi
luminescence is collected at 90° to both the laser and 
the metal beam axes using a single glass lens. A cut
off filter transmitting only to the red of 440 nm is placed 
in front of this lens to exclude detection of scattered 
atomic emission. The lens images the fluorescence onto 
the (1 mm) slits of a 1 m monochromator for ultimate 
detection on a cooled photomultiplier. Maximum Signals 

-10-8 A are obtained. In addition, a separate photo
multiplier views the atomic emission at 90° to the laser, 
but at an angle of 45° to the metal beam. 

The E vector of the linearly polarized dye laser out
put is rotated. by passage through two optically contacted 
back-to-back Fresnel rhombs. By spinning this assem
bly at 2. 5 Hz, the E vector is caused to rotate at four 
times this frequency _ A reference Signal from this as
sembly triggers the sweeps of a signal averager (Nicolet 
1170 with 171/2 plug-in) on which all data are recorded 
following preamplification. Care is taken to ensure that 
the laser intensity at the reaction zone is independent of 
polarization. 

The chemiluminescence spectrum obtained at a resolu
tion of -1 nm is very similar in appearance to that re
ported previously for the Ca(1D2) + HCI reaction. 9 Run
ning this reaction on our apparatus we find the most Sig
nificant difference to be an approximately twofold in
crease in the B 2~+ channel relative to the A 2n product 
in the case of the Ca(lpl ) reagent. Note that the lD2 
state can be populated by radiative cascade from the 1 P 1 

state. However, this process is so slow10 that build up 
of tD2 atoms is negligible under our conditions. 

Figure 1 displays various signals obtained as a func
thin of the rhomb assembly rotation angle. Four traces 
are shown, labeled (a)-(d), each of which was recorded 
using the signal averager. Trace (a) shows the (essen
tially flat) response of a power monitor (photodiode 
placed behind a polarization scrambler) positioned to ob
serve the laser intensity as it emerges from the flat exit 
window. Traces (b) and (c) show the variation in chemi
luminescence intensity from the tJ.v = 0 sequences of the 
CaCI A 2n -x 2~+ and B 2~ + -X 2~+ bands, respectively. 
The zero for these traces (laser blocked) is found to 
coincide with trace (d), obtained in the absence of HCI 
scattering gas. Defining a laser polarization quantity 
P = (III -IL)/(III + I L), where III and IL are intensities ob
tained with E parallel and perpendicular to the average 
relative velocity vector, we obtain P A-X = - 0.039 
±0.003, whereas P B _ x =0.074±0.005. Concurrent 
measurements on the Ca(iso-tpl) line yield Ps_p=O. 96 
± O. 005, which is close to the value obtained for the 
laser beam itself. 
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FIG. 1. Variation with rhomb assembly angle of (a) the trans
mitted laser power, (b) the CaCIA 2rr-X22:+ chemiluminescence 
(~v = 0 sequence), (c) the CaCI B 22:+ -X 22:+ chemiluminescence 
~v = 0 sequence), and (d) the signal observed in the absence of 
HCI reagent but with other conditions as in (a)-(c). Ell and E~ 
denote the positions where the electric vector of the laser beam 
is pointed parallel to and perpendicular to the average relative 
velocity vector of the reagents, respectively. 

Thus we find that switching from E~ to Ell enhances 
the CaCl(B-X) emission by -16% while causing the 
CaCl(A -X) emission to decrease by - 7%. Since we find 
the integrated A -X intensity to be about 2. 5 times that 
of the B -X intensity, the smaller percentage change in 
A -X emission acts to roughly cancel the larger change 
in the weaker B-X emission. 

Before commenting further on these results, we note 
the extent to which we have jailed to control the collision 
geometry: (i) the beam-gas relative velocity is only 
confined to - 20° under our conditions, 11 (ii) the impact 
parameter for the collision will vary, causing further 
averaging of the orbital alignment in the molecular 

frame, and (iii) the initial orientation of the HCl target 
is random. Accepting this, it is apparent that the ef
fects reported represent a high degree of steric selec
tivity at the molecular level. 

A simple molecular orbital picture may account for 
the dependence of the electronic-state branching ratio 
on reagent approach geometry. We propose that the p 
orbital of the Ca· atom becomes the pa or prr orbital of 
the excited CaCl molecule. 12 Thus, when the p orbital 
points toward (perpendicular to) HCl it is preferentially 
transformed into the pa(prr) orbital, favoring the forma
tion of the CaCl B2L+ (A 2II ) state. At small impact pa
rameters a given laboratory alignment is approximately 
retained in the body-fixed frame, which is consistent 
with our findings. However, for larger impact parame
ters, the correlation may switch, 13 showing that the ob
served electronic branching ratio need not be a general 
result. 
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